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Fire in Caples Alarms Students but Harms None
By Heather Heerssen
A fire broke out on Caples dormitory's
sixth floor early the Sunday morning,
October 3rd, when Steve Warner,
inadvertently placed a shirt over his desk
lamp and fell asleep. Damage is estimated at
$200, according to Housing Director Bob
Graves.
At approximately 3:00 a.m. Sunday,
Warner set various articlesof clothing on his
desk. "Then I. ..fell asleep not intending to
fall asleep," the sophomore recalled. A tee-shi- rt
draped partially over the desk lamp
started the blaze.
Sophomore, Meagan O'Dowd, who
lives directly above Warner, woke to the
smell of smoke soon after. Searching for the
source of the smell, O'Dowd entered the
hallway. There, she met sophomore, Jill
Penman, who phoned security.
"It was a little spooky, but everything
was taken care of," Penman said.
According to Warner, he woke when
his room's fire alarm sounded at
approximately 4:00 a.m. Stomping on the
burning clothes, Warner attempted to
extinguish the fire himself. "Butby that time
the room was filled with smoke," he
explained.
"I opened the door to go get ..a cupful of
water," Warner continued. "The smoke blew
into the hall. Right then was when I heard the
floor alarm go off."
Two students were sent to Knox County
Hospi tal for smoke inhalation treatment, but
with their PhD's dropped by one percent
from last year to 97 percent.
Last year it was reported that Kenyon's
studentfaculty ratio was 1 1 to one; this year
it was reported to be 1 2 to one. The ed ucation
program per student was reported last vear
at $13,007 and this year at $13,184.
Kenyon's alumni gift rate this year was
reported at 44 percent (this category was not
included in bst year's listing). Kenyon's
graduauon rale of 83 percent has notchanged
from last year's report
Other schools ranked in the second
quartile include Kalamazoo College, Pitzer
College, Skidmore College, and Wabash
College.
Using a formula of raw scoring, U.S.
News and World Report places schools in
particular quartiles. Categories are
comprised according to specific
qualifications and arc rated by a system of
percentages.
Twenty-fiv- e percent of a school's
overall rating is academic reputation. The
selectivity of the student body makes up
another 25 percent of the total score. This
category includes the school's rate of
applicants, yield, percent in the top ten
percent of their high school class, and the
average midpoint of combined SAT or ACT
scores.
Faculty resources comprise 20 percent
of the lotal score, including faculty to student
ratios, the percent of facul ty wi th doctorates,
the percent of faculty with part-lim- e status,
and the average salary with benefits for
tenured full professors.
Financial resources of each college
make up 15 percent of the overall score,
Collegian Digest
"Speed-the-Plow,-
" casts an image of
contemporary Hollywood that film makers
probably would be none too eager to portray.
see page three
Henry Louis Gates was accompanied to
Kenyon by more than the usual list of
honors and prizes.
seepage three
She Stoops To Conquer is the first KCDC
production of the yeardLrccted by a Kenyon ;.
Drama Department faculty member,
Professor Thomas Turgeon. see page four
Bob and Rod Jackson-Pari- s will present
a lecture entitled "Love Against the Odds."
The two men are both gay and legally
married to each other. see page five
Field hockey continued to struggle last
; week, searching for that elusive third win.
With two tough contests against Wooster
and Dcnison, the team again fell short.
see page six
The Lords and Ladles continued their
; invitational mcctscason and gained valuable;:
experience as they moved ever closer to the:
NCAC Championships. see page six
The Kenyon Lords lost a heartbreaker
to Lhe Fighting Scots of the College of
Wooster 27-2- 1. seepage seven
KATE LARSON: As a diehard North
Ender, I have always eaten in Gund.
see page iwo
no one was seriously injured.
The evacuation ran smoothly , according
to Bob Graves. "People were pretty
cooperative," he said. Director of Security
Melanie Rcmillard mentioned that some
students evacuated slowly, believing the
alarm to be simply a drill.
Caples House Manager Nicole Dennis
commented, "People who were in a drunk or
in an altered state had difficulty getting out,
but that's to be expected at 4:00 on a Sunday
morning."
Damage was not great, according to
Graves. "There was more smoke than fire,"
he said. The blaze scorched the carpet and
desk in Warner's room, and the hallway
needed a professional cleaning. Warner will
be resDonsible for all renair costs.
KenvoiVs Rating Imoroves in US. News and World Rennrt
uy kiiza,Deth bennett
Kenyon's academic reputation rating
in U.S. News and World Report's annual
America's Best Colleges guide was up four
places from last year's report leaving Kcnyon
in the second quartilc.
This year, Kenyon's academic
reputation was rated 25th moving up four
places from last year's rating of 29ih of
Liberal Arts schools ranked in the second
quartile (36th to 70th).
Academic reputation is based on an
opinions poll and college presidents. In
additonotherscnioradministralors are asked
to rate schools similar to their own based on
a numerical system. According to President
Phillip Jordan, this suggests "the ability to
calibrate quality."
Adressing the increase in Kenyon's
academic reputation rating Dean of
Admissions John Anderson said, "How do
these ratings change dramatically in the
span of a year? Beats me. This is one of the
reasons I and many others think the ratings
are silly."
This year Kenyon's average midpoint
SATACT score was reported at 1 165, down
from last year's score of 1185. Kenyon's
SATACT 25 to 75 percentile was reported
this year at 1060 to 1270; last year's was
reported at 1090 to 1280.
Thirty-eig- ht percent of Kenyon's first-ye- ar
students were reported in the lop ten
percent of their high school class this year.
In comparison, last year, 46 percent of the
incoming first-ye- ar students were in the top
ten percent of their class.
Kenyon's acceptance rale last year was
reported at 70 percent and was reported this
year at 68 percent. The number of faculty
- -
'
- -
which includes the total expenditure for the
previous year and the additional spending
per student.
Studenisatisfaction makes up 15pcrcent
of the total score, including the average
percent of students in first-yea- r classes to
students who graduated in five years, as well
as the percent of living alumni thai
contributed to the school in the last year.
In an article published in the Alumni
Bulletin this April of 1991, Dean of
Admissions John Anderson said, "Note that
Kenyon is listed in the national liberal-art- s
college category. This is, in the words of
U.S. News, 'the major leagues of higher
education,' which means that even being
included in this category. ..puts a college
ahead of those in the regional categories."
An article tilled, "We're No.4 Not
ThalWeCare"appcaringinthe March 1993
issue of Stanford's alumni magazine staled
that, "the rankings race underscores that
education is just another business."
According to the article, "Though editors at
U.S. News decline to say just how well the
issue sells, they note that it is annually
among the top ten sellers, and often among
the top three."
Vice President for Development, Doug
see RATINGS page eight
Construction of a courtyard and new
parking facilities begins this week outside
the Gambier Post Office after a summer of
negotiations between the Village of Gambier
and the United States Postal Service.
Shrubbery, benches, and brick
walkways will transform the empty lot
between the People's Bank and the post
office into a courtyard, according to
Postmaster Chuck Woolison.
In addition, trees and bushes will hide
the new employee parking area to be located
behind the courtyard.
"It should look super when it's all
finished," said Woolison.
Parking for customers will also be
expanded with the addition of ten diagonal
spaces off of Scott Lane.
Gambier Mayor Jennifer Farmer, while
praising the construction as an overall
"improvement," stated that this arrangement
"will suffice" as long as people do not abuse
the parking privileges.
The original plans, created in response
to Woolison's request early in 1993 for
better employee and customer parking,
entailed that the Village pave over the empty
News Briefs
"Coming Out Week"
Signs Torn Down
By Robert Milt
Dean of Students, Craig Bradley,
wrote an all-stude- nt e-m- ail on Tuesday
addressing the removal of ALSO (Allied
Sexual Orientation) signs on campus the
n ight
' bdxSM&BK9m:
These signs promoted National
Coming Out Week and Denim Day; aday
when students can display their support
for gay and lesbian rights by wearing
clothing made ofdenim. Bright triangular ;
pink signs were placed along Middle Path
and its adjacent buLldingslililllllll
Bradley stated in his all-stude- nt e
mail that posters on the South end of
campus were torn down, "evidently in
protest to messages on the posters.' He
suggested that these actions could have
been expressed better in aless destructive
way, "to counter the message with a
statement of one's own, taking full
responsibility and credit for making the
counter statement,"
response to the removal of these
signs, Kevin Nichols, co-coordina- tor of
Queer Action said, "1 feel that this was a
deliberate homophobic: action which
attempted to silence the voicesof a highly
marginalized group of pcoplcI must say
I see liltleor nocommunily existing when
this kind of animosity occurs."
Susan Grossman.also co-coordina- tor
ofQueer Action stated that the defacement
of the posters, "demonstrates a level of
ignorance and homophobia which,stiH
exists on Kenyon's campus. Ignorance is
born of fear and there is nothing to be
afraid of." Craig Bradley said more
generally about tolerance on campus
; regarding this incident, "Kenyon values
the open and free exchange of ideas..
: without fear of being silenced."
.
.
Up to this point, no individual or
group of individuals has claimed
responsibility for these actions.
Parking Increased Behind Post Office
Dy J.E. Luebering lot and turn it into a parking area.
After Woolison applied for a building
permit, a number of residents attended a
council meeting where it was decided that
the plans were not "in the best interest of the
residents," according to Farmer.
Due to the zoning of the lot, the Village
had no legal means to oppose the
construction. Instead, the council pursued,
according to Farmer, an "avenue of
negotiation."
With the help of Congressman Ralph
Regula from the 16th district (Canton) and
his Administrative Aide Daryl L. Revoldt,
the Village and the U.S. Postal Service
reached an acceptable compromise.
According to Farmer, President Philip
Jordan was a "big help" and "spoke
eloquendy " for both the College and Village
in reaching the compromise. The current
plans were finalized and approved at a
meeting in early September attended by
Revoldt, Farmer, the Village Council,
Jordan, and Woolison.
"What I think is really nice is that they
offer an improvement," said Farmer
regarding the plans. She added that the local
response was "very positive."
see PARKING page eight
1I
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OPINION page two
U.S. Needs Health Plan for Future
Over the past fe-- w weeks, many people seem to have backed down when the
topic of health care has been raised. They mumble something to the effect of "This
is all too complicated. I don't understand iu" The fine points of the Clinton's health
care plan are complex. However, the reason health care has become such a "hot
topic" adheres to some very basic human needs. It is undeniable that this country
needs some kind of policy.
As America stands today, there is no program which promises med ical care for
all working citizens. Just as people who earn their living deserve shelter, food and
clothing. Health care is a fundamental need wc all have. Everyone gets sick,
everyone needs shots and everyone needs a yearly check up. Hillary Rodham
Ctinton proved this summer that a staggering number of working people are not
insured and, therefore.do not maintain their health on a regular basis. The concerns
that citzens voiced this summer, made the situation crystal clear, American health
care is just too expensive.
The CI in ton proposal is by no means perfect. Some areas of the program tend
to be too idealistic such as requiring employers to cover 80 percent of employees'
insurance. Managed compeution will limitconsumerchoiccs, and there isathreat
that unemployment will increase. Senator Moynihan may have been right when he
called the policy "fantasy," however wc must remember that this proposal holds
true to its name: a proposal. Once in action, the rough edges can be modified to
better suit our needs. Without any policy,, we remain stagnant and incapable of
changing America.
Many of the ambivalent attitudes which people expressed about the policy
hinge upon a fear of short-ter-m sacrifices. Of course, we all realize that short-ter- m
consequences, such as increased unemployment and job competition, will hit hard.
We need to look beyond these temporary sacrifices, and acknowledge the long-ter- m
reward which entails a more accessible, more efficient health system.
If America continues to exist without a cohesive system, more people will be
unable to afford health care. Wc might not be able to afford this program, but we
certainly cannot afford a national epidemic. This is where we are headed. Our
country has historically tended to choose the more politically expedient route, wc
hope that this time the Senate will keep future implications in mind.
Written by members of the Editorial Board
Voices From The Tower
To the Editors:
Your article on admissions which
appeared in the September 23 issue
incorrectly stated that the Class of 1997 was
40 students smaller than targeted. The total
October 14, 1993
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Anderson Clarifies Admissions Ston
enrollment of all classes is about40 studer
less than anticipated, but the Class of 19'
accounts for only 17 of the 40.
Sincerely,
John Anderson, Dean
ALSO Members React to Vandalism
Dear Collegian,
As members ofQueer Action, a political
GayLesbianBisexual organization on
campus, we would formally like to comment
on the recent incident of homophobia on th is
campus. For those of you who do not know,
Monday night approximately eighty non-confrontatio- nal
posters advertising and
promoting National Coming Out Week (a
week to celebrate GayLesbianBisexual
pride) were torn down all over campus. This
happened last year for another gaylesbian-oriente- d
function. We thought mat was an
isolated event, however, now we feel
otherwise.
True, what was taken down was just
pieces of paper with arbitrary letters inscribed
on them. But the intent in ripping- - down
those pieces of paper is perceived by us as a
personal attack. Especially since almost
each one was torn down and other posters
(for other events), which were in between
ours, remained intact. Do you think that by
cBnS nton'sh Hea,th Care ToTZn wT.Byv John Hatfieldield and Ryanv Helft societyn ie.rv hvby our governmentgovernment.
In opposition to this week's editorial,
we feel the need to address some of the
negative aspects of PresidenlClin ton's health
care proposal. Issues of importance include
managed competition, the rationing ofhealth
care, and Finally how this plan will affect the
job market in terms of employers, employees,
and those entering the market
At the heart of Clinton's proposal is the
concept of managed competition. Managed
competition purports to reduce the cost of
health care through the imposition of
governmental price controls throughout the
industry. However, managed competition is
merely agovemment intrusion on the forces
of the free market upon which our society
was built. The implications of this are great
and will be felt throughout the country.
Take for instance the pharmaceutical
industry. The imposition of price ceilings
will automatically lead to a reduction in
revenues which will in turn reduce incentives
to undertake the discovery of new drugs and
treatments for diseases such as AIDS and
Breast Cancer. Imposing economic
restrictions such as these will only set a
negative precedent for the imposition of
future restrictions in different aspects of
Further concerns with the introduction
of this health care proposal lie in the rationing
of services. Under our current system, most
Americans with health care coverage operate
under a pay-as-you-- go system. Under
Clinton's proposal, health care benefits will
be capped, thus reducing the services that
many Americans now enjoy. While every
American is entitled to health care, is lim iting
our options the right way to remedy the
situation?
Finally, we must all consider the effects
this proposed plan will have on the job
market. By making small businesses pay for
80 of its employees health insurance, we
would essentially ruin many small business
owners.
By adding to the financial burden of
these small businesses, there will be an
inevitable reduction in the number of jobs
available, particularly to college graduates.
Furthermore, if these small businesses do go
under, there is no doubt that the government
would end up picking up the tab, thus
increasing our national debt.
When examining Clinton's proposal,
we must ask ourselves if this is truly the best
way to go about solving America's health
care problem.
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Kate Larson
For the first time in my long Kenyon
career, I remained at school over October
Break this fall. One thing I found interesting
to observe was how many people stayed
around for break. It was fairly easy to tell
who was here because everyone had to eat in
Gund. In the last few days, I have seen
upperclassmen who normally never set foot
north of the Village Market eating in Gund.
It was obvious that many of them seemed
uncomfortable with it Haunting memories
of freshman year, perhaps? The daunting
prospect of being stuck on North End
sophomore year after getting shafted in the
housing lottery? The fact that it's just a lot
cooler to eat and be seen in Peirce? Or is it
the shock that for once they closed Peirce
instead of Gund during a break? Every year,
I seem to be one of the last people stuck here
before a vacation when Peirce is the only
place to get food. Needless to say, I
thoroughly enjoyed the fact that good old
Gund won out this time around.
As a diehard North Endcr, I have always
eaten in Gund. It's not that I'm a person who
dislikes variety. I do eat frequent lunches
and an occasional breakfast or dinner in
Peirce, but somehow, something always
seems to be lacking, despite three or four
eating areas to choose from and the variety
offered at the Shoppes lunch. Gund is just
better overall. And it isn't just North Endcrs
who prefer it. I know a number of people
who live on South End, but make the trek up
to Gund for dinner every night because they
like the food and ambience (relatively
speaking) to be found there.
Even though I have never been met
with nasty opposition when setting my
unaffiliated female foot inside the Great
Hall, I still have a strong aversion to it. It's
loud and clattering when full, and creepy
when nearly empty early in the morning.
It's wonderful for class dinners, the Phling,
and other gala occasions, but it just isn't
comfortable enough for everyday use by
me. For one thing, there is the Greek tables.
As an independent who has no affiliated
invisible, you will simultaneously makei
disappear and remain silent? Why are we:
threatening to you? Does not the fact that
remain one of the most oppressed a:
marginalized groups make you feel a:
compassion towards our cause?
It is because of incidents like this 1
individuals on campus are too afraid
"come-out- " to the gay community, letalo:
to the community at large. Also a substani
amount of GayLesbian students transfen.
from Kenyon last year, why do you thi:
that is? We are not here to hurt you or silcn.
you. If you are homophobic, then tell
.
about it, let us engage in construct
dialogues so we can hear you and you c,
hear us. Attacking us in the demeaning wa
we have been censored is of no benefit to .
or you. Please take our plea into consideraii
the next time you feel the need to vent yc
aggression.
Sincerely,
Kristin S. Shrimplin '96
.
Kevin P. Nichols '95
Susan B. Grossman '94
Gund Provides Better Atmosprieh
dining companions, I have this irratior.
fear that I might inadvertently sit at a ti
that's "taken."Perhaps this fear demons tra:
"
my total'ignorance of the true situation, t.
so does the fact that I couldn' t tell you wh;.
taoies in reirce are rraternitysoronty iao;:
much less whose is whose. I know quite w;
that there is no real rule regarding who c:
sit where. Certainly unaffiliated people si;,
these tables too. My fear of the Great H.
is probably justan extreme case of paranc:.
which I really should seek help for one ;
these days. However, meals for me are
time of relaxation and sometimes eve
pleasure, and I just can't relax when there
no chair back to lean against, and I have:
displace whoever is around me when I g:
up for another trip to the kitchen. Andsorr
those long benches weren't designed f;
people in skirts.
Upper Dempsey is my dining area ;
choice in Peirce. It's much more casual tr-t- he
Great Hall. Not as many dignifi:
portraits, no fancy paneling, and no stain;
glass reminders of the English reading
should be doing. Those little portabledivii
walls are nice for privacy (unless th;
suddenly topple over on top of you, which
have seen happen from time to time), It
easy to move around and the chairs are fir
to relax in.
The Shoppes is okay too, but I find
crowded and gloomy and hard to mov;
around in. And those tables just wcren;
meant to hold more than two food tray;
Lower Dempsey always feels dark, chili;
and forgotten. Being down there calls t
mind numerous boring meetings or the lovel;
feeling of having a needle stuck in my arff
during one blood drive or another.
The biggest problem with Peirce is lh;
actual food part, not just the ambience o;
lack thereof. Yeah, it's all ARA fo
any where you go. But if you're one of thoS
people whose lives are so dull that y
actually start making minute comparison
of the food offerings at the various places-Gun- d
emerges as the undeniable victor.
Take the tuna noodle casserole, for
see LARSON page eight
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KCDC's Premiere Play Penetrates HoUywoocTs Glamorous Facade
By Bill Harris
David Mamcl's "Spccd-thc-PIow- ,"
performed last weekend at the Mill theater,
casts an image of contemporary I lolly wood
that film makers probably would be none
tco eager to portray. In fact, when a script
for "The Player," a movie portraying the
other side of Hollywood surfaced, all the
major movie studios shunned it. While many
parallels can be drawn between the works,
"Specd-the-Plo- w" delved more into the
"moral bankruptcy" of executives involved
in an industry which is, according to one
character, "a people business."
While film is generally considered a
work of art, to theccntral characters involved
in it, il serves as a commodity for profit
instead; this image reflects the "greed is
good" mentality that pervaded the 1980's
when this play was written. Charlie Fox, a
producer, has just presented to Bobby Gould,
a film studio's new head of production, with
a "can't miss" proposal. Gould describes it
as a"buddy film" with a huge star that is sure
to be a huge success. To Charlie, this film
represents the chance to gain more power
and siatus. Thus, he is willing to do almost
anything to have his movie "green lighted."
On the other hand, Bobby has also received
a script entitled 'The Bridge," or "Radiation
and the Halflife of Society," a movie which
he has absolutely no intention of making.
Nevertheless, he hands the script to his
temporary secretary, Karen, inordcrto fulfill
the dual purpose of having a "courtesy read"
done before rejecting the script and to have
the chance to seduce her. After reading the
script, Karen passionately convinces Bobby
that making the Radiation movie is "the
right thing to do."
When Charlie learns of Bobby's decision
not to make his movie, he mounts an all-o- ut
effort to save his buddy 's picture, questioning
the judgement of a temporary secretary
knowledge of what makes a good movie.
The hypocrisy of this thought becomes
apparent to the audience; in it Mamct
discloses the capacity of a Hollywood
executive to choose a good movie, which is
actually no better than the average person.
"I'm not an artist," Bobby says. "Nobody
Mary Ellen Mark Captures Real Human
Experience Through Photojournalism
By Miranda Stockett
The Biology Auditorium was packed
with excited faces last Monday night. The
audience was burning with anticipation to
hear Mary Ellen Mark speak about her work
as aphotojoumalisL S tudents and professors
from other Ohio colleges even travelled lo
Kenyon to attend her lecture.
Mark is one of the top professionals in
her field and has done work for almost every
magazine imaginable; fromLie to National
Geographic, to Rolling
Stone and Fortune, jusl
to name a few.
Mark'sphotographic essays do
not tell easy stories;
rather they document
the lives of the
dispossessed, of those
in confinement, and
those living on the
fringes of society. Her
slide show of over 150
photographs and the
question and answer
Mark's slides dis-
played a part of
society often
overlooked or
consciously
ignored.
session that followed
were well worth the chilly walk across
campus.
Mark received her first big break from
LookMagazine in 1968. Her book, Ward 81
which came out in 1978, earned national
recognition. The book illustrates the
everyday lives of residents of the Oregon
State Hospital for Women. The photographs
Mark showed were stark and intense. The
despairof these mentally-il- l women shocked
the audience. Mark told the audience that
the most difficult part of this assignment
was figuring out how far she could go and
what her subjects would tolerate; this was a
turning point in her career.
Mark's next big project was an
assignment in India photographing
impoverished prostitutes. Mark said that
this book was meant to cast aside the
"romantic notions" and convey only the
brutal desperation of the profession. Mark
spent several months getting to know her
subjects before she could get the pictures
she really wanted, and it took three weeks
before she would even enter the brothels.
She wanted her viewers to feel what it must
be like to have to sell your body.
Mark's love of India came through
clearly both in her pictures and her stories
that accompanied them. She did a great deal
of work photographing Indian circus
performers and has returned to photograph
the same troupes many times.
What was most impressive was the
amount of Icgwork Mark had to do before
even getting out her camera. S he did a lot of
research on the areas she was working in as
well as spending a great deal of lime gaining
her subject's trust and respect.
Mark's slides displayed a part ofsoc iety
often overlooked or consciously ignored
Her audience confronted visions of
runaway children
living in Africa and
impoverished children
living on the streets of
America. Pictures of
the fringe groups of
Aryan Nations stared
defiantly through the
black-and-whi- te
photos while disabled
children who had never
seen a camera before
grinned out at it. The
display was very
touching.
However, notall
of Mark's work was approached with such a
hard edge. Many of her pictures
communicated their heavy message through
humor. An assignment for Rolling Stone
documented Christian Bikers on the
American roadways.
One story on American rituals was a
series of pictures of beauty contests for
babies and children. The tragedy was not in
anyway lessened by the humor and her
message came through just as well as in her
photographs ofpeople living in hospitals for
the dying in Calcutta.
Mark also fielded questions from the
audience, gave advice and shared her
experiences. According to Mark, one of the
hardest things about doing the type of work
she does is carrying the images of her subjects
around with her. 'They become like ghosts
that live with you," she said.
Mark told her audience that
photojournalism is a search to reveal truth.
She also prefers to photograph marginalized
people living in poverty because she believes
that their story has just as much of a right to
be told, if not more, than ones of fashion
models and celebrities.
Mary Ellen Mark stands alone in her
field and truly deserves what she received
here.
who sits in this chair can be." Ultimately,
commerce succeeds over art: the buddy's
picture is chosen, and the true"raison d'etre"
of a film studio is
revealed. n
This
performance of
"Specd-the-Plow- ",
directed by
Elizabeth
Schacter, was a
thoroughly
enjoyable play, and
it was heightened
by superb acung.
Jonathan Adams
gave an excellent
portrayal of the
ruthlessly sleazy
Bobby, someone
who serves as a
pawn to everyone
else at the same
time he is using
others.
Joshua
Radnor as Charlie
was equally good
in playing a
spineless man,
determined to gain
fortune. Both
V
Uosh Radnor and Jon Adams toast to their success
Radnor and Adamsachieved a well-execut- ed
sense of comic timing in the play's opening
act
As the play's pivotal character, Karen,
Martina Faulkner literally radiated
conviction as she pleaded with Bobby to
make the Radiation movie. Faulkner
conveyed the populist sense that the character
represents, the innocent qualities that are
sharply
S
(photo by Liz Kaplann
contrasted to
theruthlessness
of Bobby and
Charlie. The
interplay
between Karen
and Charlie in
the final act
revealed, in
accordance
with Mamet's
intentions, how
disconnected
the film
industry is to the
general public
that pays to
watch the
movies.
While
Hollywood
does deserve
some credit,
more than what
David Mamet is
willing to give
it, the play
ottered an
insight into the convoluted thinking that
goes into making the movies Hollywood
routinely offers the public. In Mamet'seyes,
greed is the enemy of art, and the motive for
profit leaves moviegoers as the ultimate
losers.
Gates Addresses Political Correctness
By Jessica Mclaren
Henry Louis Gates was accompanied to
Kenyon on September 30 by more than the
usual list of honors and prizes; he has written
over a dozen books pertaining to African-Americ- an
literature and oral traditions, most
notably The Signifying Monkey which won
the American Book Award in 1989. He
even finds time to teach at Harvard and
travel around the country for speaking
engagements, and is hailed by everyone and
their dog in the literary field.
Last Thursday, Bolton theater was
practically full, and the people inside were
all abuzz with anticipation of Gates' lecture.
A diverse group, ranging from first-ye- ar
students to what seemed to be the entire
English department appeared for this
esteemed icon's lecture. Professor Ted
Mason and Dean Mila Cooper introduced
Gates (with more than a little reverence in
their voices), but reverence was completely
appropriate for Gates.
He began hislectureon muluculturalism
in a congenial fashion, relating humorous
anecdotes and numerous dry jokes. He
seemed to be genuinely appreciative of the
abundant audience, and his gratitude
somehow brought him "down to earth" from
the academic pedestal on which he sat.
His lecture was conversational and
skipped around from African-America- n
literature lo Pat Buchanan's performance at
the 1992 Republican convention to the "New
Feminism." Nevertheless, his amiable
demeanor did not blur the purpose of his
lecture: political correctness taken to the
extreme can be self-defeatin- g, and the
traditional roles of the "conservative" and
the "liberal" are gradually being reversed.
Few commentators have been able toexpress
this insightful view with the eloquence
Gates did.
I have only one complaint about the
lecture: Gates could have been even more
incredible had he been given the time.
Though his schedule (he travels three or four
days a week and teaches on the other three)
doesn't permit lengthy engagements, it
would have been nice to see him speak in an
extended evening format.
Because he needed to cram in enough
background information in a very short time
in order to support his statements, the middle
of his speech almost
lost theaudience. He did makesense through
the entire lecture; his discourse merely did
not flow as coherently as it could have had
he spoken longer.
Admittedly, there are a lot of boring
andor confusing lectures out there, but Henry
Louis Gates demonstrated that there is also
the occasional speaker thai has something
very pertinent to say , with an appropriateness
and relevancy that is literally unforgettable.
Next Week on Perspectives
--Miranda Stockett reviews Kay Koeninger's lecture on
Native American American Indian art.
--Kathryn Jcmmott critiques KCDC's second drama She
Stoops to Conquer,
--Ryan Helft and Jessica Mclaren introduce the newsounds
of The Samples and Lisa Germano.
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Rebecca Feldman and James Feuer rehearse in Bolton.
extremely funny."
Junior Emma Mead had a similar
comment: "When I first read the play, I
thought it looked a little dry, but it got
funnier as we added the costumes and
makeup. In fact, we sometimes get a little
too slap-happ- y and have to tone it down for
rehearsals."
Senior James Feuer described the play
as "an 1 8th century sitcom whose crazy plot
and outrageous humor slowly come together
right before your eyes and leave you
spinning."
Candida Alvarez fs Recent Paintings
to be Exhibited at Olin Gallery
By Matt Fentress
On Thursday, October 14, the Olin Art
Gallery will present a new exhibit entitled
"Candida Alvarez: paintings 1989-199- 2"
which will be on display until November 14.
Alvarez, now 37, grew up in a Brooklyn
housing project Early on, she began using
art as her means of
self-expressi- on
when she re-dre- w
old black-and-whi- te
pictures, which her
parents displayed, in
color.
Describing her
own work, Alvarez
says "I try to make
honest pictures and
be truthful. I paint,
and I have a baby.
I'm doing what I'm
supposed to be
doing."
Alvarez, who
attended Fordham
University, studied
liberal arts and
66
1 think my work is a
natural progression,
splitting the images,
splitting the form. It is
about divisions. That is
my experience. There is
the self that wants to be
accepted and the self that
has to deal with racism"
-- Candida Alvarez
studio art, and
graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in 1977.
While still in college, she got ajob with New
York's Museo del Barrio and became
involved with pre-Columbi- an art and then
African art. This interest inspired her to
begin making soft sculptures.
After college she worked for the
Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act (CETA), owned her first studio, and
continued making sculptures. Herexpcrience
with sculpture is apparent in some of her
more recent work in which she glues, sews,
and pins elements onto the surface.
In 1981, Alvarez attended the
Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture
in Maine where she often painted pictures of
the surrounding cows.
Although her paintings are often
described as dream scapes, Alvarez
disagrees. "My work comes out of reality
and personal experience. It is not dream
scape."
Additional descriptions include
comparisons of Alvarez' work to the likes of
Chagall and Close. Although she admits to
soaking in all varieties of works, she says
that she is not directly influenced by them. "I
look at a lot of things,
but they don't
influence my form."
Elizabeth
Murray wrote for the
invitation to
Alvarez' 1989
exhibition at New
York's June Kelly
Gallery: "Alvarez'
work seems
anchored in this time
and place, and like
New York itself, the
paintings are
unsettling and
unsettled. But at the
same time they are
also lovely and
elegant and very
thoughtful works."
Says one criiicfromA-ieM'5- , "Although
this artist works with a diptych, top-and-bott- om
format, she's not exactly interested
in setting up polarities and dichotomies as
much as allowing the mind to wander without
direction, serenely, and patiently through
the myriad of abstract sensations."
In Alvarez's own words: "I think my
work is a natural progression, splitting the
images, splitting the form. It is about
divisions. That is my experience. There is
the self that wants to be accepted and the self
that has to deal with racism," for example. "I
switch between the narrative and the
symbolic."
Alvarez has held other solo exhibitions
in New York, Hartford, and Cologne,
Germany, and has appeared in group
exhibitions almost nationwide.
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equally as important to the performance i
the scenery, as Mead suggests.
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Friday, October 15, Mona Lisa, 8:00 p.m.,
Rosse Hall.
Saturday, October 16, The Crying Game,
8:00 p.m., Rosse Hall.
By Darnell Preaus
Neil Jordan's 1992 surprise hit, 77ie
Crying Game, will be playing in Rosse Hall
this weekend. Starring Stephen Rca, Jaye
Davidson, Miranda Richardson, and Forest
Whittaker, The Crying Game offers a film
set in Belfast and then London, and is
centered on the relationship between an
IRA gunman and a British soldier and the
significant others in their lives.
Beginning in Belfast, members of the
IRA take a British soldier, Jody (Forest
Whittaker), hostage. In an isolated, decaying
house (symbolic of the decaying structure of
the constructed identities of these two rival
forces), Fergus (Stephen Rea) an IRA
gunmen, and Jody develop a friendship.
While Fergus guards Jody, they each shed
their respective Irish and British selves and
develop a relationship. Assumptions of
human nature and beliefs are questioned as
two nominal rivals experience a level of
intimacy. Breaking down supposed barriers
becomes a central issue ofJordan's film that
spins off the anchoring FergusJody
friendship.
As the plot shifts to London, further
constructions are challenged. Jordan
continues to set up his film in terms of
assumed binary positions, but, again these
issues become clouded (symbolically
reflected in the repeated presence of veils).
Physical appearances and exterior beliefs
are not what they seem , as both are presen ted
as malleable.
Halfway through the film, a secret is
revealed, which in an effort to keep, curtails
further discussion of the plot. At the film's
release, Jordan asked critics and viewers not
to disclose the twist on the plot. Critics
nationwide (Time, Newsweek, Rolling Stone.
etc.) complied with Jordan's request and
hence, The Crying Game became the movie
of choice for curious and unsuspecting
viewers. Many reviewers deemed it "a must
see" for 1992, a work which redefined the
limits of film. Suddenly, a film that was
originally considered alternative drew mass
audiences. Lines encircled theaters in New
York as the pre-suppos- ed sleeper hit the
mainstream. Ultimately, The Crying Game
was nominated for the Oscar's Best Picture
award.
From the perspective of hindsight, the
fascination the public and critics shared for
Neil Jordan's film appears predictable. In
the March 1, 1993 issue of The New Republic,
Alex Ross draws convincing parallels
between Jordan's The Crying Game and
Hitchcock's 1960 thriller Psycho. Both
directors shrouded their films in mystery at
the time of release, both story lines are
divided into what could be two plots, and
ultimately both hinge on a "nasty secret."
The formula in Hitchcock's 1960
psychodrama was used, and successful once
again, in 1992. (Having drawn similarities
between these two films, it must be stated
that Psycho is a far better film than The
Crying Game.)
The Crying Game traces interesting
themes, and fosters valuable discussion.bui
boils down to sensationalism. Jordan aims
to shock, but docs so in a relatively
uncngaging story. If you have not seen The
Crying Game, it is worth seeing, the acting
is commendable, especially that of Stephen
Rea and Jaye Davidson (both nominated for
Oscars) and the directorial choices are
engaging, but, do not expecta jolting thriller.
The most exciting thing about The Crying
Game was the hype surrounding it.
Oi
She Stoops To Conquer Full of Gags, Elaborate CostumesS
By Mike Goldstein
On the Fridays of October 15 and
October 22 and Saturday October 23, The
Kenyon College Dramatic Club (KCDC)
will present their second production of the
1993-9- 4 year at 8:00 p.m. in Bolton Theater.
The Performance will be of 18th century
writerpoetplaywright Oliver Goldsmith's
She Stoops To Conquer, and is the first
KCDC production of the year directed by a
Kenyon Drama Department faculty member,
Professor Thomas Turgeon. The play is
presented in five acts and will include one
intermission.
She Stoops To Conquer is the story of
Marlowe (junior Justin Bondi), who is sent
from London to meet a young woman, Kate
Hardcastle (senior Rebecca Feldman), with
the hopes that they will marry. Marlowe,
however, is quite shy around all people
except those of a lower station than himself.
On his journey to meet Kate, Marlowe is
waylaid and convinced by Kate's step-
brother, Tony Lumpkin (sophomore Mike
Stem), to visit a local inn before reaching his
final destination.
The inn, however, is actually the
Hardcastle residence, and Marlowe is led to
believe that the occupants are innkeepers.
Believing the Hardcastle's to be socially
beneath him, Marlowe acts quite differently
than he normally would. Thus, as the charade
unfolds, Kate comes to know the real
Marlowe. The plot is further complicated
by a secret love affair between Marlowe's
companion George Hastings (first year
student Adam Howard) and Constance
Neville (junior Hope Stearns).
According to Howard, "at first I didn't
find the play very funny, but it's based a lot
on sight gags and movement. As the lines
and movements get put together it becomes
The overwhelming consensus of the
cast is that She Stoops To Conquer is
pleasurable to watch as well as perform in.
"I sit in the audience when I'm not on stage
and just crack up," said Bondi.
Another unique feature of She Stoops
The size of the scenery for th
performance will be "colossal," as Feu;
(Squire Hardcastle) put it. "It will be lil On'
Les Miserables, where the lights comecUseHi
and the audience applauds for the set. IiUsent
not exactly something you see everyday c nti tied
the stage. The size of the scenery is immem Uainst
Until you see it, you never realize just ho he two
high the stage is." Feuer farther describe
the set changes as a psychedelic light sho,
sights unto themselves.
The production of She Stoops J
Conquer will utilize a rather old form c
scenery called periaktoi - large triangul;
columns which are rotated by the cast i
change the scenery.
The costumes, according to Turgeo:
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Mead's character, the fifty-seve- n y&yas
old mother of Kate Hardcastle, is obsesse 'youngf
with fashion. "She's a lot of fun to play. Ig: Vin th
(photo by Jennifer Fond to fall into ponds and trip over this elabora.
To Conquer is that the audience is "like a
third character," according to Feuer. "The
actors routinely talk to the audience. It's
very unlike plays of most other periods in
that way."
Howard, whose performance in She
Stoops To Conquer will be his first at Kenyon ,
said the production is totally unlike any play
he has performed before. "It's a lot different
than high school productions. It's my first
experience on a three-quarte- rs stage and
they've really gone all out on the costumes.
I'm not used to that."
18lh century costuming."
According to Turgeon, She Stoops 7
Conquer has been an extremely successf.
production, for it has been continuous!
revived since the 1780's. "I just hope," h.
said, "the audience has as much fun with;
as we did."
But Stern summed it up best perhaps
when he said, "Miss this show and yo.
might not ever be able to forgive yoursel,'
Its timeless message is one that you'll war.
to pass on to your great-grandchildr- en an;
maybe even your bowling partner."
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Yc Hall, Bob and Rod Jackson-Pari- s will to their already highly publicized lives. Their
cscnt a lecture
.titled "Love
-- ainst the Odds."
k two men are both
jy and legally
iiried to each other.The
.grounds of cither
?bor Rod Jackson- -
ris would make for
interesting lecture
:one. Before
image, Bob Paris
as an acclaimed
rofessional
builder. At 23 he
C . I
,as one ui uic
:ungestmcnevcrto
.in the title of Mr.
America and went on
win the title of Mr.
aiverscafewweeks
:r.
The former Rod
.ackson is a successful male model who has
eon featured in numerous fashion and
TOitswcar magazines. He also holds degrees
jiditzahosalata, dolmathes, sponakopita,
pastisio, honatiki saiata, nzogaio,
:alaktobouriko, and Greek coffee. All
foodstuffs and beverages will be non
alcoholic. Harrianne Mills of the Classics
department will prepare the evening's fare.
She is an experienced Greek chef and planned
everything on the menu.
In a continued effort to educate the
I'VE STILL GOT SECONDS; HUFF
To 6ET To CUSS orJ
TIMET I CAlViPAMT?
IT!
--s. J
i
Bob and Rod Jackson-Pari- s (photo courtesy of
Public Affairs)
homosexual
marriage
earned them
praise from
proponents of
alternative
lifestyles and
drew rage and
disgust from
the morally
indignant. In
addition, their
story led to
spots on
nationally
televised
programs
such as "The
Oprah
Winfrey
Show,"
"Donahue,"
and "The
Joan Rivers
Show."
Bob and Rod Jackson-Pari- s are self-style- d
advocates of "Gay and Human
Global Cafe to Spotlight Greek
Culinary Delights, Dance, Drinks
By Marcie Hall
On October 16, the food committee of
jie Multicultural Affairs Center will present
.Global Cafe, featuring Greek cuisine. The
:o-cha- irs of the comm ittce, Sophomore Beth
Hiomarios and Sophomore Liz Baroody,
ave organized the event.
Dinner will begin at 6:00 p.m. on the
Saturday of Family Weekend. The menu
will consist of tzatziki, tarama,
Kenyon community about the lifestyles and
practices of other cultures, the Multicultural
Affairs Center will offer more than just
cuisine. There will be supplementary
information available during the event, as
well as music and videos featuring Greece
and Greek life. Immediately following
dinner, you can learn Greek dances from
Mills and others well-verse- d in the art. The
dance will also take place at the Multicultural
Affairs Center.
Tickets for the event will go on sale in
the S.A.C. on the Monday after October
Break. They can be purchased for S5.00
from Jody Vance or Mila Cooper.
Due to space restrictions, the Cafe can
only seat 30 people, so tickets will be going
fast. The next Global Cafe will be on
November 6, and the theme has yet to be
decided.
Do yourself a
favor, try the VI!
THE VILLAGE INN
Restaurant & Tavern
Tues-Thu- rs 1 1 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Fri-S- at 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Sunday 11 a.m. -- 2 p.m.
Closed MondaysVisaMastercard
THIS WWltVE vFuFfr
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Married Gay-Righ- ts Activists to Discuss Their Struggle
Bv .lames Parr in journalism and psychology.
On June 22, 1989, Bob Paris and Rod
On Tuesday October 19 at 7:30 p.m. in Jackson were married, adding more interest
I
Rights," and the purpose of their lectures is
to "effect positive change for the gay
community in particularand human relations
in general." In addition, they are currently
being courted by Hollywood executives
interested in turning their real-lif- e drama
into movies. Whether wanted or not, the
media exposure incurred through the
marriage has granted the Jackson-Parise- s an
opportunity to speak on behalf of those who
have either had or want to have a same-se- x
marriage.
In addition to the television and campus
appearances, Bob and Rod Jackson-Pari- s
have pursued their interests in awareness-raisin- g
and tolerance of homosexual
"I write poetry because it is a way to
travel into internal landscapcsstarscapcs
which also become the external. ..Lately I
am sensing the transformative use of poetry.
Words are not just words but sounds, which
are voices, which are connected growing to
others. The world is not static but shifts,
changes," says Joy Harjo, a Creek Indian, a
poet, a screenwriter, a teacher, and a
saxophone player.
Harjo will be discussing her poetry on
October 20 at 7:30 p.m. in Peirce Lounge in
a reading entitled "The Pocts Voice: A
Reading with Commentary." Her
presentation is jointly sponsored by the
Crozier Board, Women's and Gender
Studies, and the Kenyon Review, reflecting
the speaker's broad appeal to campus groups.
Harjo iscurrcntly aprofessor of creative
writing at the University of New Mexico.
She has had much experience as a
screenwriter in addition to publishing several
books of poetry .including What Moon Drove
Me to This?, She Had Some Horses, and In
Mad Love and War. One of her present
projects is an anthology of Native North and
South American women's writing entitled
Reinventing the Enemy's Language. Among
the many awards that Harjo's poetry has
received are the American Indian
Distinguished Achievement award, the 1 99 1
Josephine Miles Award for excellence in
literature, and the 1990 Pushcart Prize. An
extensive interview with Harjo and three of
her new poems were included in the summer
issue of the Kenyon Review.
Harjo's heritage and activity in tribal
life serve to intertwine Creek Indian ideas
and the language of her poetry. She also
incorporates aspects of dreams. "I have a
dream life in which there are certainly more
possibilities than in waking lifc.Creation
in it is much swifter. It's much more elastic.
You can call it dream world, but I don't
mean it's a world that's just dreaming, like
you go to sleep and there it is. It's also a
world that's simultaneous to this world,"
she explained in a Los Angeles Times
interview.
This dream world captured in poetry
was described by a review appearing in the
lifestyles in other manners. Rod Jackson-Pari- s
has made plans to go to law school and
to "fight for human rights." Bob Jackson-Pari- s
remains one of the few athletes ever to
admit his homosexuality at the pinnacle of a
successful athletic career without outside
pressure from activist groups.
The celebrity status of the Jackson-Parise- s
has been both beneficial to their
fight for tolerance and at times severely
trying. This will no doubt be a major topic of
discussion from both in their upcoming
lecture.
This event is sponsored by Student
Lectureships and is open to all members of
the Kenyon Community.
Poet, Screenwriter Joy Harjo to Discuss
How "Words are Not Just Words"
By Amy Rich Kenyon Review as speaking
"with great
surcness of spirit and the mercurial,
expansive imagination of aconjurer... Nearly
all these poems seem written inamomentof
urgency, fed by deeply rooted memory or
longing, sometimes by defiance, and always
by a warrior like compassion that sees
through the split between people and their
h istorics, people and their hearts, people and
the natural world." The review goes on to
see HARJO page eight
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Italian Coffeehouse to Benefit
New Directions
On Friday, October 15, from 7:00
p.m. to 9:00 p.m., there will be an Italian
Coffchousehckl inSnowden Multicultural
Center. Proceeds from the coffeehouse
will benefit New Directions, the shelter
for battered women in Mount Vernon.
Admission will be S3.00 in advance, and
$4.00 at the door.
The coffeehouse will serve espresso
(regular and decaf). American coffee.
tiramisu, Italian cheesecake, biscottt, truit
salad, and other Italian desserts. All items
will be- - prepared by the Italian Classes.
Live entertainment will include students
singmpillillll
Last year's Italian coffeehouse raised
S300 for New Developments.
"This year, we hope to raise even
more," said Sophomore Jane Ballard
Career Options ' 93 by Kenyon
Parents
On Friday, October 15 Lhe Career
Development Center will sponsor Career
Options 93 at 11:30 a.m. - LWp.ro. in
Peirce Great Hall. This program entails an
opportunity to talk with Kenyon parents
about their wide variety of occupations.
The types of jobs that students can explore
arc advertisingmarketing, management
education, investments, law,
management, sales, medicinehealth,
museum administration, real estate.
research, theater, and writing
j 8 gp4?
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of the half, the lie of 0-- 0 would remain, as
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Ladies Soccer Defeats Witt and Bethany; Falls to Denison
By Mark Haggarty
In the past two weeksof play, Kenyon's
womens soccer team split the four games
that they competed in, defeating Wittenberg
University and Bethany College, while
faltering against Mt. Union College and
Denison University over the October Break.
Kenyon PresidentPhil Jordan, a devoted
follower of the Ladies soccer squad, was
again seen in the stands on Thursday,
September 30, as Kenyon took on The
Wittenberg University Tigers, at home on
Mavec Field. The Ladies came out quickly
on offense, controlling the ball for the
majority of the first half; however, no shots
could be converted for a score.
Heidi Bcibel missed narrowly with a
midfield shot early in the half, but at the end
of the first 45 minutes, the score remained at
0-- 0. Sophomore midfielder Meg Moriarity
returned to the lineup after an ankle injury,
only to be replaced on the sidelines by Laura
Goins, who aggravated an old knee injury
with 8:40 to go in the first half.
Wittenberg offered two quick shots on
goal when play resumed, but heads-u- p
defense in front of the net from Anne
Knudsen and keeper Stacy Strauss prevented
the Tigers from gaining a lead. For the rest
Kenyon defense cleared two Wittenberg
corner kicks, while Wittenberg goaltender
Sarah Newlin held her own in the net,
blocking a shot from Kenyon forward Hilary
Marx. At the end of regulation, neither team
had been able to put the ball past the opponent
for a score.
This season has been one of many
overtimes for the Kenyon Ladies, and their
experience in post-regulati- on play proved
beneficial against Wittenberg. The Ladies
stamina was evident, as Elisa Niemack and
Knudsen turned out strong defensive play,
refuting a tired Tiger offense. Hilary Marx
scored with 9:45 to go in the first overtime,
breaking the stalemate; one minute later, a
quick goal from Jamie ClarkegavetheLadies
added insurance.
The game was quickly put away as
Heidi Beibcl converted for the third goal of
the period, putting Kenyon up 3-- 0. Kenyon,
in obviously belter physical condition,
notched a shutout.
On October 2nd, the Ladies opened the
month with the first in a stretch of three
away games at Bethany College. The
afternoon affair proved to be wet and rainy,
but the Kenyon soccer squad played strong
nonetheless, beating Bethany 2-- 0, marking
their second shutout in as many games.
Four days later, the team was again on
Field Hockey Looks for Third Win;
Heads into Regional Tournament
By Gwyneth Shaw
TheLadies of field hockey continued to
struggle last week, searching for that el usi ve
third win. With two lough contests against
Wooster and Denison, the team again fell
short
With a disappointing 2-- 8 record and
eight games remaining in their season, the
Ladies are concentrating on controlling what
they can and taking every game one at a
time. With almost nothing left to lose, head
coach Susan Eichner and her team are trying
to focus on their strong points and emphasize
a positive mental attitude for the rest of the
season.
On Saturday, October 2, the Ladies
traveled to Wooster to take on the Fighting
Scots. In their best display of the season, the
team took the momentum early and scored
first against a surprised Wooster team.
Junior Shanyn Slreich tallied her third
goal of the season and helped the Ladies
keep their confidence up. Wooster answered
with a goal late in the first half, but Kenyon
dominated the offensive play and appeared
to be poised for a win.
The second half was very physical
hockey, with a muddy field contributing to
the problems. The Ladies stayed focused
and fought hard to keep the Scots from
scoring again. Unfortunately, a stingy
Wooster defense was determined to do the
same, and the Ladies simply could not put
the ball in the cage. Thanks to exceptional
play by rookie goalie Amanda Moscr and
the rest of the backficld, the score was tied 1 --
1 at the end of regulation.
Wooster came out hard in the overtime
period, wearing down the Kenyon defense
with shot after shot. With nine minutes left
in the sudden-deat- h period, the Scots finally
scored, ending the game at 2-- 1 and handing
the Ladies their most painful loss.
1 Last Wednesday, the team faced
Denison, the first-ranke- d leam in the region.
Afier their performance against Wooster,
the Ladies were optimistic about their
chances, but ii was not to be. The Big Red
crushed the Ladies, with the final score a
devastating 7-- 2.
Rookie Lindsay Buchanan put Kenyon
on the board first, although it was unclear for
a few seconds whether the goal was legal or
not. Said Eichner, "Scoring first against
Denison should have given us the advantage.
Instead, we seemed shocked and
uncomfortable with the lead, and that really
hurt us. They took our hesitation and shoved
it down our throats, scoring two goals within
three minutes. Had we come back from that
first goal with a more confident altitude, I
think the outcome would have been very
different."
Denison came down the field almost
immediately to score, then added a second
goal a minute later off of a penalty stroke.
The Ladies held them off for the rest of the
half, and the score was a winnable 2--1 at
halflime.
However, the second half was a scoring
fest for the Big Red, who added five goals
during the period. The constant pressure
that the Denison offense put on was too
much for the Ladies to handle, and they
responded by making key mental errors.
"Our heads just weren't in it in the
second half," said Eichner. "Our marking
was problematic, and our midfield
connections just weren't happening. It was
extremely disappointing, because Denison
was a beatable team."
B uchanan struck again midway through
the second half, but that was the extent of
Kenyon's scoring.
The rest was all Denison, whose sheer
depth demoralized the Ladies. 'They can
put in an enure leam of subs," said senior co-capta- in
Jen Bigelow. "In as fast a game as
they play, fatigue becomes a big factor, and
we just don't have the numbers that they do.
It was terrible to lose to them."
The Ladies played Wooster at home
Tuesday, a game that was definitely
winnable. This weekend, they will travel to
Bellarmine College for the Great Lakes
regional tournament. The team takes on
DePauw, Franklin and Transylvania, and
are looking for a repeat of last year's
regionals.
"Last year we swept all three of our
games, including a team that was ranked
first in the region," said Eichner. "Hopefully,
we can do it again it would be a huge step
for us."
The Ladies play their final home games
of the season next weekend, facing Ohio
Wcsleyan on the 23rd and the University of
the South ihe following day. Both games arc
at 12 noon.
the road, this time to play Mt. Union College.
The team had "a flat first half, but picked it
up in the second," in the words of Head
Coach Paul Wardlaw. Indeed, the Ladies
allowed two goals to be scored on them in
the first 45 minutes, but came back to tie the
score in the second period. Senior co-capt- ai n
Maura Connolly and sophomore Beibcl each
contributed a goal, sending the Ladies into
what was becoming their trademark overtime
period once again. Marx assisted on the goal
by Connolly, while Beibel received the ball
from Kate Comerford for the score. Despite
1 1 savesoverall from Kenyon keeper Strauss,
the Ladies could not lake advantage of ihe
overtime periods and lost the game by a 4-- 2
margin.
While the majority of the Kenyon
campus was away for the October Break
weekend, the Ladies remained, travelling
only so far as Granville, Ohio on Saturday,
October 10th, to take on Denison University
womens soccer, in an NCAC matchup. T;
first half almost proved scoreless, were
not for a Denison goal with a mere ::
seconds remaining, to put them up 1- -0 au'
half. Kenyon's squad was outplayed in t
second stanza as the Big Red scored i.
more, shutting down the Ladies 3-- 0.
Kenyon women 's soccer now posts a
4-- 1 record, and is still in regional conteniic
provided lhat Ihe team fares well in t
remaining five regular-seaso- n games.
.:
crucial NCAC matchup against Ober!
College is al home, on Wednesday Oct. r
and will be followed by yet another th-aw- ay
games, before the Ladies close o.
regular season play against Wooster ai hor
on the 30th.
Kenyon star forward Hilary Man:
currently one of the top goal scorers ini!
NCAC, while Kenyon goaltender Sii.
Strauss is one of Ihe top four goalies with!
most saves in the NCAC.
Cross Country Prepares for NCACs
By Todd Giardinelli strong from the start, holding ihird place!;
The Lords and Ladies continued their
invitational meet season and gained valuable
experience as they moved ever closer lo the
North Atlantic Coast Conference
Championships. The past two weeks put ihe
Ladies into top competition as they vied
with Division I and II teams in both the
Bobcat Invitational and the All-Oh- io
Championships. The Lords faced perennial
foes in a three leam meet with Denison and
Wooster as well as against elite runners in
the All-Oh- io Championships.
The Ladies once again demonstrated
their power and dom inance as they faced ten
Division I schools at the Bobcat Invitational.
All twelve of the Ladies' fleet recorded
season best marks, en route to a fifth place
finish. Co-capta- in Aline Kelley says, "The
team wasn't
intimidated by the
tough Division I
runners. We were
excited to compete
with them." Co-capta- in
Nancy Notes
agrees, "We held our
own under testing
"We held our own under
testing conditions? 9
Co-Capta- in Nancy Notes
conditions."
The following weekend the Ladies
didn't let ups they ran right back into the
fire of Division I, II, and III competition in
the All-Oh- io Championships. While their
performance was not as impressive as the
previous week, the Ladies placed five runners
in the top 20 and the team placed second
among all Division III teams. It was Baldwin
Wallace who captured lop honors, nosing
Kenyon by one point.
The Ladies jumped out toa commanding
lead during the first mile and continued an
aggressive pace until the last stage of the
race. "We led the race for about three miles
of the 3.1 mile race, but lost it over ihe last
200 meters," says coach Gomez.
Nancy Notes ran her best race of the
year and "showed some senior
determination, " Gomez asserts. Keri
Schulle, Jenny Anderson, Aline Kelley,
Annich Shen and Sara Hallor rounded out
great performances for the strong Ladies'
squad.
The Ladies pack of runners worked
cohesively together with a time range of 40
seconds that separated the top five runners.
"The pack wasn't quite as high up as usual,"
Gomez concedes. "But, it was nice to finish
so high against NCAC schools, even with an
average performance."
The Lords took to the golden-ro- d fields
of Denison to face the Big Red and ihe
Wooster Scots in an NCAC tri-mc- ct. Co-capta- in
Aaron Dcrry continued to shine and
ran a 27:48 for the 5. 1 mile course, securing
himself a fourth place finish. Dcrry ran
the majority of the race but was passed or
.
late stage uphill. The Lords' pack ranck:
together as Eric King (29:00), Brett Ayli::.
(29:12), Ryan McNulty (29:36) and S;:
Lunsford (30:37) finished in impress:-- ,
style.
The following weekend the Lo::
carried a small team to ihe AU-O- h;
Championships and ihe Ladies battled h;
weather and severe competition. Howcv::
McNulty concedes, "It wasn'tour best day'
Kenyon ran without four of their top s;
runners and only five weather beaten Lc:
finished the course.
Ayliffe, McNulty and Bill Bro
recorded impressive races, but they werer;
enough to carry the Lords as they finish;:
16lh out of 20 in the Division III meet
McNulty gleaned some satisfaaic
from the meet, "We got a good look i
NCACcompctiuon.r
I think we can (
competitive going in:
Conferenc
Championships."
Indeed, ih
Lords practice urn:,
have dropped markcdl;
and their racing pack is more cohesive
Now, "We have to translate practices ir.i
races," McNulty asserts. Dcrry and Kir,
will return to the line-u- p and "will certain
be huge benefits to the squad," says Gome:
Both teams travel to Kent State ih;
weekend for the Kent State Fall Classic
Again, the lough Division I competition
provide the Lords and Ladies with i'
excellent opportunity to challens;
themselves against elite runners and bete:
prepare themselves for the Conference
Championships.
WOODSIDE
Bed and Breakfast
Located on State Route 308 at the
corner of Chase Ave. and
Woodside Drive. Three bedrooms
with two baths, very pleasant and
quiet. Ideal for parent visits.
Parent's Weekend '93, Graduations
'94, '95 booked.
427-271- 1
401 Chase Ave.
Gambier, Ohio
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Lords Football Loses Heartbreaker to Wooster Scots, 27-2- 1
By Jeremy Collins
On Saturday, October 2, ihe Kcnyon
0rds lost a hcartbreakcr lo ihc Fighting
;-o- ts of the College of Wooster 27-- 2 1 . The
jrnc was mistake-ridde- n for the Lords.
Ithough the Lords were not favored to win
he game, it appeared that they should have
;;featcd the Scots.
The Scots drew first blood early in the
;siquarter for a 7-- 0 lead. The Scots got the
Mil back quickly by intercepting quarterback
3ad Hcnsley's pass. Things seemed to get
x.ucr for the Lords when they forced the
Scots to punt, but things quickly got worse.
The Scots downed the punt on the one yard
X and Kcnyon could go nowhere. The
Lords were forced to punt, but a bad snap
jlowcd the Scots to recover the ball deep in
Kcnyon territory. Smuckcr's pass toGargasz
s the ensuing drive gave Wooster a 14-- 0
:ad.
Kcnyon looked good on their next drive
.pthe field. With the combination of Derrick
.hnson's running and a spectacular onc-jide- d
catch by Ted Brockman, the Lords
.rossed into Scot territory. On ihird and long
.idcrcccivcrPctcrGoldmadcaboncjarring
block on the Scots linebacker to spring
Johnson for the first down. Gold then made
a 25 yard pass reception putting the Lords
deep in Scot territory. That was the end of
the first quarter with Wooster up 14-- 0 over
Kcnyon.
In the first minute of the second quarter
Johnson scored and Chajon's kick was good
pulling the Lord's to 14-- 7.
Wooster then drove deep into Kcnyon
territory, but the Lords defense once again
rose to the occasion and forced the Scots to
attempt a field goal. Fortunately for the
home team the field goal was short and the
Lords were still within seven.
KC was looking good again on their
next drive, but a mistake cost them again.
Kcnyon had what appeared to be a first
down, but a face mask penalty moved them
back to second and twenty. The Lords were
forced to punt, and their bid to lie the game
was halted.
The Scots and Lords then traded punts
on the next two drives. Wooster had the ball
deep in their own territory with one second
left when Kcnyon's defense committed one
of two serious mistakes. Wooster went for a
hail mary play, and Kcnyon was burned for
Volleyball Wins First Conference Game
By Evan Diamond
The Kcnyon womens volleyball team
ook on a host of new competition the past
o weeks as they began thcirfinal challenge
-- ainst North Coast Athletic Conference
.ks.
The final warm up of the season sent the
::m to South Bend, Indiana where they
led Notre Dameand Walsh. This night the
Liiies would play without rookie setter
3;gan Shipman due to injury and junior
Nicola Vogcl and senior Sarah Hall due lo
academic commitments.
The loss of these three left the Ladies
iidi two absences in their middle hitting
rd blocking, which caused the team to
Jcc some major adjustments up front.
P.ookie Krissy Surovjak was called upon to
.11 the missing spaces.
While neither game was entirely stellar
:rom the opening serve to game point, the
Ladies played with vibrant intensity. At no
point did they accept defeat or lag in die final
points before victory. In the past the Ladies
tod been known to get buried in games
sfore showing ihcirtrueabilily. This night's
?!ay sang a different tune as the Ladies
aayed close in both games, narrowly losing
by 15-1- 1 and 15-1- 2 margins.
Match two brought Walsh, a school
Kcnyon hadn't played in years. Their
filiation as a hard-hillin- g team was known
Kfore the night's play; this placed the Ladies
;lose on their guard.
Like the previous two matches, both
James were wcll-playc- d; however, the
Ladies' inability to score kept them from
'ictory. They dropped the first game 15-- 9.
Game two was a stronger performance
is rookie Meredith Mortimer stepped in to
l in place of the injured Regan Shipman.
Usually a junior varsity player, Mortimer
se to the call and played the position with
precision and gave Kcnyon the extra boost it
"ceded to challenge in game two.
The Ladies stayed close by tying the
orc 12-1- 2 in crunch lime. Even though the
Same didn't finish as exciting as it started,
Ladies left with some new-foun- d
confidence.
After an extended period of inactivity,
c Ladies began North Coast Athletic
Conference play last Saturday at Earlham
herc both Obcrlin and the Quakers would
challenge.
Match one against the home team
Earlham had several ups and downs in all
categories of play. The Ladies got off to a
poor start in game one, a nemesis which has
plagued the Ladies all season. Soon after,
the Ladies rallied back, but unforced errors
deflated Kcnyon's comeback bid. The final
was 15-- 7.
Game two lumbered on in a familiar
fashion as the Ladies showed signs of
greatness but still fell to an Earlham squad
which has clearly improved dramatically
since their disappointing season last year.
Edging ever closer, the Ladies fell 15-1- 0.
The third game placed the Ladies in a
must win situation, and they were clearly up
for the challenge. Coach Kern continued
experimenting with new line-up- s, and at this
juncture, it appeared that he found his
winning combination. The Ladies thwarted
the unforced errors which plagued them
earlier and gave a rousing performance as
they snatched game three 15-1- 2.
The fourth and final game looked as if it
would be a repeat of the last as the Ladies led
12-1- 0 with only a few points still to play.
Unfortunately, the Earlham team surged
towards the game's end driving the final
points home, 15-1- 3.
Going into match two against Oberlin,
the Lad ics clearly hit the court with a different
attitude. Instead of playing not to lose, the
Ladies played to crush their opponent. A
nagging inefficiency for the Ladies this year
has been their tendency to play down to
other teams; thus, teams with less talent give
them more trouble than they should. For the
first time all year, the Ladies destroyed a
lesser team with the precision and power of
true champions.
Obcrlin entered the court only to see
themselves overwhelmed and outmanned
by atcamjusibcginningiocrack its collective
shell. The first two games of the match were
completely one-side- d as the Ladies had
Obcrlin pedaling on their heels on each
successive point. The scores were a
whopping 15-- 4 and 15-- 6.
Game four was easily as satisfying as
juniorNicola Vogcl, inner best performance
of the season on both offense and defense,
led the Ladies to an easy 15-1- 0 win, marking
their first North Coast Athletic Conference
victory of the year.
With only one week of conference play
finished, the Ladies find themselves with a
record of 1-- 1. With Dcnison, Wittenberg,
and Allegheny on the horizon, the Ladies
need to keep thai killer instinct intact. It
seems as if they ' vc finally found that winning
edge, and what better lime than conference
play lo show their true colors.
a touchdown. Although the touchdown was
questionable, the coverage was terrible.
Coach Meyer called the play, "One of
two plays where the players didn't have
their heads in the game., it cost us two
touchdowns." The PAT was no good giving
Wooster a 20-- 7 halfiime lead.
Both teams made mental mistakes
during the beginning of the second half.
Kcnyon received the ball but had to punt.
During Woostcr's drive Christian Ball
intercepted the ball, giving the Lords
possession. Unfortunately Hcnslcy was
promptly intercepted by James Weaver of
Wooster. Kcnyon was charged with
consecutive face mask pcnalticscach giving
the Fighting Scots a first down. The defense
then settled down and forced Wooster to
punt.
On the next play a holding penalty look
back a long punt return by Johnson. Kcnyon
then proceeded to move the ball well down
the field. With a first down on the Scots' 34
yard line Hcnslcy was sacked for a 12 yard
loss. Hcnsley had to scramble all day lo
avoid getting hit by the defense. Fortunately ,
Hcnslcy was able to gcta pass off to Johnson
who made it into a 25 yard first down
reception. The third quarter ended with KC
down 20-- 7, but threatening.
On the opening play of the fourth quarter
to within six at 20-1- 4.
But once again a mental lapse hurt
Kcnyon on Woostcr's next drive. Wooster
burned the Lords for a deep pass giving the
Scots a first and goal. With the touchdown
the Scots went up 27-1- 4.
Kcnyon was able to drive right back
aided by long catches by Pcn.one and
Brockman. Hcnslcy hit Pcn.one for the TD
pulling the Lords to 27-2- 1 .
With just over three minutes left in the
game the Lords regained possession of the
ball on their own 49 yard line. Johnson
caught an 1 1 yard pass for the first down. On
second and ten Hcnslcy was sacked for a
three yard loss. On third down Hcnsley's
pass was incomplete. On fourth down the
offensive line once again allowed Hcnslcy
to be sacked, this lime it cost the game.
Wooster ran oui the clock lo hold onto a 27-2- 1
win.
Coach .Meyer took blame for the loss, "I
didn't menially prepare the kids for the
game." Although Meyer was willing to take
blame it seemed more ihc blocking of the
offensive line and two mental mistakes on
defense thai cost the Lords a defcai.
When asked aboul ihc play of the line
Coach Meyer commented, "The offensive
line is young. ..at limes menially immature."
Hopefully Meyer will be able lo improve the
Hcnslcy hit Brockman for the TD, and line's play before they face Allegheny on
Chajon's kick was good pulling the Lord's Saturday.
Lords Record Important NCAC Wins
By William Heywood
The mens soccer team remained busy
throughout Oclobcr Break winning four
games and improving their record lo 9-0-- 2.
The two weeks saw much needed fine tuning
of the learn and has put the Lords on a fast
train to greatness.
Wittenberg's Tigers were the first victim
in the Lords latest winning spree when they
visited Mavec Field. The nationally ranked
Tigers appeared helpless against a powerful
Kcnyon squad. "This our best performance
to date," said coach Fran O'Lcary . "Coming
off of a lackluster win at Case we needed not
only a win, but a good performance: we got
both today."
The 2-- 1 victory showed a much stronger
and more confident team. Andrew Guest's
play up front was superb as he proved his
enthusiasm to "leave the defensive third."
Guest scored a goal and created numerous
problems for the Tiger defense, freeing up
Mark Phillips. Guest was rewarded for his
efforts when he was named NCAC
conference Player of the Week. "I'm of
course very happy with the honor," said a
beaming Guest. "It's funny, I've been
playing with the same intensity defensively
for three years only to receive little credit. I
move up, two games and a couple goals
later, I'm a superstar."
Guest helped lead scoring the following
Saturday as the Lords embarrassed a hosting
Obcrlin 9-- 1. The day's hero was Mark
Phillips, scoring three goals and catapulting
himself into the league scoring lead with a
2.91 point-per-gam- e average. Guest,
Mohammed, Albyrtecn, Kanzingcr,
Thompson and Frick all scored to aid in the
slaughter. "You know that when I score
everything's got to be going well,"
commented Frick.
Wednesday night took the Lords to
Tiffin University to face the NAIA number
ten team. "This, aside from Ohio Wesley an,
is the most dangerous opponent on our
schedule," reported O'Lcary. Tiffin's roster,
consisting of numerous foreign players,
including a forward from the Jamaican
national team, was quite impressive. But the
Lords were more than impressive en route to
a 3-- 1 win. Mark Phillips continued his hot
streak with another hat trick. When asked if
he ever passed the ball Phillips retorted,
"No. Why should I?" Good question.
Assisting on the day were Guest,
Mohammed, and Leigh Sillery. "This is the
best performance I've seen from a Kenyon
team since I've been here two years", said
O'Lcary. "It's rare to have a game where
every player is on this was one of those
days. Tiffin is a great team and we made
them look like a poor team." Though all
played well, many players praised Dave
DeSchryver on his defense against the
Jamaican world cup attacker. DeSchryver,
who held his man to minimal offense while
managing to chip seven teeth commented
widi a grizzled smile, "It was worth it."
The Lords returned with a high
confidence level to Kcnyon and a four game
home stand over the weekend. Denison
visited Saturday losing 3-- 0. Phillips,
Kanzingcr, and Frick all scored for the Lords
as they made quick business of the Big Red.
"A brilliant match, everyone played well as
a unit," raved Chapin. "One down, three to
go," announced DcShryver. "Play lime is
see SOCCER page eight
Athlete of the Week
Mark Phillips
Juniot co-capta- in Mark Phillips led the Lords soccer team to victory against
Wittenberg, Obcrlin, Tiffin, and Dcnison. Phillips recorded eight goals over the four-gam- e
stretch. He leads the NCAC in scoring with a 2.91 point-per-ga- me average.
ET CETERA page eight
HARJO
continued from page five
say, "Like a true magician, Harjo draws
power from overwhelming circumstance and
emotion by submitting to them, celebrating
them, letting her voice and vision move in
harmony with the ultimate laws of paradox
and continual change."
Inherreview of Harjo's work, Adrienne
Rich assures that the poet is "generous in her
poetry, opening her sacred spaces and music
to all, yet never naive or forgetful about
hostility and hatred."
However Harjo herself wonders in the
Los Angeles Times interview, "Am I going
to leave something, not necessarily
important, but something? Or am I going to
add to the confusion?"
RATINGS
continued from page one
Givens warns, "I think that if you're going to
rank colleges from one to 25 it is a legitimate
question to ask whether or not the
methodology that gave rise to the rating has
a high level of credibility."
Stressing that a ranking of educational
institutions is a bit suspect, he continued,
"you would get an 'F' in a class if you did
this."
U.S. News' America's Best Colleges
provides, "a false precision suggesting that
every institution in the first quartile is better
than every institution in the second quartile,"
according to President Jordan.
When the addition of US. News comes
out every October, "I shrug my shoulders
and say here it is again," said President
Jordan. He continued, "to me the real issue
of best colleges is best for whom?"
Editors Note; In the September 3&h article aboul
axJmisikm raies the correct raie of Stanford Students
accepted ws 0 out of 500.
SOCCER
continued from page seven
over!" squealed Frick.
Coach O'Leary seemed pleased as well:
"It was a solid defensive effort. There was
never a danger of them scoring. Also it's
nice to see guys like Kanzinger and Frick
getting rewarded for all their hard work with
goals. They do so much unnoticed stuff out
there."
Kanzinger credited his coach for his
goal. "He told me to get in the box and score.
It's a concept that I was not familiar with."
The Lords look forward to their upcoming
home games beginning with Bethany on
Thursday. Bethany is a perennial Top 25
team and should be a good test for ninth
ranked Kenyon.
Saturday the Lords resume NCAC play
against Earlham and expect a tough one.
Then, Wednesday marks the showdown with
Ohio Wesleyan, undefeated and number one
in the country.
O'Leary looked to the future
commenting, "If we can get beyond this
weekend with two wins, we'll have a
tremendous amount of confidence going
into OWU. It should be a treat as we two
might be the only undefeated Division III
teams in the country."
Kenyon and Ohio Wesleyan always
provide a great game and this year a victory
from the Lords looks like a good probability.
Phillips predicts, "If we play well, we'll
come away 2-- 0 winners." Thompson nodded
his assent.
PARKING
continued from page one
According to Woolison, a schematic
diagram of the project, once it has been
colored in, will be on display in the post
office this week.
LARSON
continued from page two
instance. The Gund tuna noodle casserole
has flavor of some sort. It actually tastes
good enough to sometimes warrant a second
helping. In Peirce, however, it has so little
taste that you need to dump salt, pepper, fish
food, or anything else you can find on it so
it doesn't put your mouth to sleep. Ditto for
the cheese sauce, the soup, and so on. Not
thatGund's food isperfect, but it's definitely
got more flavor than Peirce's.
Then there is the cereal situation. They
just seem to be better about rotating and
refilling the Gund cereal bins. As someone
who relies heavily on cereal to fill me up
when all else fails, the Peirce cereal selection
is enough to make me long to be back in the
fast-food-ridd- en suburbs from where I come.
Either there's no cereal, there's only Raisin
Bran (minus two scoops of plump juicy
raisins), or whatever's there is stale. And I
can count on one hand the number of times
I've waded through the crowds in the entree
lines to get over to the cereal and actually
found cereal bowls right there. Usually,
there's no cereal by then. When there is
cereal, there are no bowls. How do they do
it?
Yeah, PeirceDempsey has better hours
and those nifty comment card responses
from Jim, but why go if you're just going to
end up hungry and frustrated?
So now you say,"Kate, quitcomplaining
and try the Shoppes when you're in Peirce.
It's a nice alternative." Okay. I have. Many
times. After a long morning in class, I like
my food to be somewhat warm and preferably
good tasting. Hot dogs and last night's
leftover desserts just don't cut it after three
intensively creative hours of art class. I like
bagels, but not when they've been sitting
under a heat lamp for two hours and still
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aren't real warm.
Just when you start to think T
hopelessly fussy eater (and I'm sure
mother would agree wholeheartedly),
Gund. Earth tones, carpeting, recc
lighting, AC, freshmen. As a freshir
enjoyed many a food fight there.
As a senior, I still do. Not that (
condones flying food. I wouldn't wa
encourage anyone to come to Gundji
make messes. Butl(and certainly the p
I eat with) feel comfortable enough in(
to let loose. I think more people
"Happy Birthday"
sung to them in Gund than in all the;
dining areas put together. When your
an idiot out of yourself in Gund, youc
feel like the whole room is watching yc
doesn't echo, and it's big enough tha:
really can't tell what the people aero;
room are doing. It's homey. Youdon'r
to impress anybody. You can run oi
during a rainstorm, slide in the mud
come'back in and finish your dinner,
seen it happen.
The food is definitely better. The
is cold, the cocoa machine gives youc
instead of brown water, and there are ic:
places to putyour tray while you race ar
grabbing whatever looks good. The se:
is friendly. The ARA people know a!
people's names. Sometimes they even
for you while you're waiting in line. Y
the lines are bad at times, but usually th;
something worth waiting for. You c
feel as institutionalized when you eat
building that has been designed tc
ergonbmically reassuring.
So yes. This choosy eater cho:
Gund. Whenever a longtime Peirce de
gets dragged back to Gund and lalerrern.
"Hey, the food is really good up here!
makes my day. Now, if they'd just I
Gund open during finals....
Where can you integrate
ACADEMIC and EXPERIENCE-base- d
learning?
Consider an INTERNSHIP in Philadelphia for a semester.
Recent Kenyon participants:
Anne Bernot, Research Assistant, Forensic Mental Health Association
Katherine Bishop, Research Assistant, Hahnemann Univ., Clinical Psych.
Katherine Miskowski, Research Assistant, Hahnemann Univ., Clinical Psych.
Carlita Miller, Intern, Snyderman Art Gallery
Mel issa Schneider, Therapuetic Nursery Assistant, Children's Crisis Treat-
ment Center
In addition to working at their job placements, your classmates also
participate in academic seminars. They gain independent living skills,
experience the diversity of urban living, and develop professionally;
ALL WHILE EARNING CREDIT FOR A FULL SEMESTER.
GLCA Philadelphia Center
GRADUATE WITH EXPERIENCE
1 227-2- 9 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 1 9 1 07; tel. (2 1 5) 574-949- 0; fax (215) 574-056- 3
H9flfci
